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ABSTRACT 

This document describes the testing of a laser-diskdrive of Optical 
Storage International, model LD1200. The aim was to test the hardware 
and media reliability and to verify some of the vendor supplied 
specifications. 
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1. Introduction. 

1.1. General introduction 

Modern high energy physics experiments are large and produce enormous amounts 
of data at fair rates. The event rates, caused by intense beams of die particle accelarators, 
are high, about 10 to 200 KHz. Selection criteria applied to die data at several levels, 
with increasing reduction, reduce die event rate to a few Hz at die storage level. The data 
block size of a typical event, after data reduction and compression, is «100-200 KBytes. 
For example for the SPS* experiment UA1 at CERN!, event data blocks of -200 KB are 
produced, after reduction, at a sustained rate o f - 4 Hz. The data production expectations 
for die new LEPt collider experiments are of die same order of magnitude, LEP3 expects 
100 KB blocks at a rate of -1 Hz and DELPHI 150 KB blocks at «#Hz. 
It is quite obvious that good and fast data storage facilities are of vital importance for this 
kind of experiments. Widi die increasing data production, die drawbacks of storage on 
tapes came forward. Tape storage is limited to «150 MB per tape (6250 b.p.i.), tape I/O 
speed is slow and die space needed to archive one tape is relatively large. A large experi
ment, like UAl, produces in a three month run about 5500 (6250 b.p.i., 2300 ft) tapes. 
Speed and data space per physical volume requirements force us to took for odier storage 
mstia. The introduction of die optical media can diminish, for our kind of applications, 
some of dwK drawbacks. 
We have tested die O.S.L LD1200 optical disk drive, OSI is a joint venture of Philips 
Computers N.V. and Control Data Coorporation. The media for die LD1200 are single 
-or double sided 12 inch plotters, widi a storage capacity of 1 GB per side. One cartridge 
containing one platter has approximately die physical dimensions of one 2300 ft tape 
reel, but contains 12 times as much information. 

* Super ?roum Synchotron 'n a proton-«nti|KOton collider. 
% Centre European de la Recfierce Nucleaire, Oeneva (Swftserimd) 
t Large Electron fo'itron collider. 
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L2. Optical recording 

In optical recording different classes of optical drives can be distinguished [5][6]: 

• Optical ROM (OROM) 
The media are prewritten and readable only. They are created in the same fashion 
as phonograph records, a master copy is created with a laser beam and copies are 
pressed. OROM is used for digital music recording with compact disks. 

•Write Once Read Many (WORM) 
The information can only be stored once on the medium and be read many times. 
Storage techniques are described below. 

•Write Many Read Always (WMRA) 
This optical 'hard disk' like storage class is the inost promising. The techniques 
used are still in a laboratory phase, but devices with WMRA are expected to be 
on the market within a few years from now. Currently in view are the magneto-
optical media. Storage doesn't change the physical crystalline structure of the 
recording surface. The diskdrives use highly coercive media. The digital informa
tion is recorded by the heat from a laser which changes the coercivity of a spot, 
thus making it susceptible to magnetic reorientation by a surrounding bias field 

The optical recording market is still a moving one, with different approaches to the prob
lem. In general two techniques to put the information on the disks are used, i.e. the burn
ing of 'bubbles' and of 'holes'. Both methods create non-erasable material changes of 
»lHm at a distance of »1.5ujn. 
Heat from a semiconductor laser decomposes a small part of the sensitive recording 
layer. In case of the 'bubble' technique, the resulting gas from the heated spot deforms 
the recording layer into a bubble. This spot will be more reflective than the adjacent area, 
and thus can be used for reading the information back again. This technique is most 
commonly used by optical drive manufacturers. The problems with this technique mainly 
come from the pregrooved media. Information is sometimes spontaneously created or 
deformed caused by dust and durt which causes variations in reflectivety. Examples of 
this were reportedas results from optical drive evaluations of drives from another vendor 
performed by ESTEC* and CERN 
The 'hole' method uses media which are pregrooved and preformatted with clock pulse 
information, which appears as bubbles. Information is stored by heating the sensitive 
material so that it is removed from the surface, forming a pit The difference in surface 
reflectivety caused by pits are read as data bits. TJx LD1200 stores information using the 
'hole' method. 

Another difference between various drives is the media format Some disks are prefor
matted with spiral tracks, similar to tape format, others with concentric ring tracks, which 
resembles magnetic disks. The media for the LD1200 are preformatted with spiral tracks. 

• European Space TEchknowlediy Center, liooriwijk (Netherlands). 
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13. Write verify and error correction 

To verify the write operation also different approaches are used. We distinguish: 
• Direct Read After Virite (DRAW) 
The write operation is followed by one revolution and a read operation, before the 
verify can be done. 
• Direct Read During Write (DRDW) 
After a write operation the laser intensity is immediately changed to read inten
sity, the 'hole' edge is detected and used as write verification. This method 
avoids the wait cycle of one revolution as with DRAW 

Most optical drives perform error handling on read back. If possible, errors are corrected 
using the Reed-Solomon ECCs. According to the specifications the LD1200 ECC circu
itry is able to detect and correct both random bit and multiple burst errors that occur in a 
given sector. At least ten and up to fifty independant byte errors can be corrected. 
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2. The test setup 

2.1. Introduction 

To perform tests a VME environment was chosen, interfaced with a host computer 
for which an Apple Macintosh plus was used. The SCSI* interface of the LD1200 is not 
directly connected to the SCSI interface of the Mac, because the Mac SCSI I/O is 
presumed to be too slow for real speed tests. The LD1200 is connected to a VME-SCSI 
interface of Compcontrol, which is driven by software running on a DataSud CPUA1 
VME Central Processor Unit module. A Mac Vee interface connects the Macintosh to the 
target system. 
The following subsections describe the different parts of the setup which are schemati-
caly drawn in figure 1. 

2.1.1. TheLD1200 

The following numbers are advertised values. If neccesary, complementary 
remarks are made. 

Hardware features 

• The LaserDrive 1200 is provided with a single ended SCSI interface, which allows daisy chaining. 

• Up to 2 MB/s bunt transfer data rate, (internal memory <-> drive) 

• 250 KB/s sustained data rate. (I/O across SCSI bus. No blocksize specified) 

• 44 KB intermediate data buffer. 

• Reed-Solomon Error Correction Code for error detection and correction. 

• Write verify is performed in Direct Read During Write (DRDW) mode. 

• Micro coded implemented high level command and status reporting structure. 

The media 

• The media are preformatted glas sandwich disks with a Tellurium alloy as sensitive layer. 

• The media size is 12 inch. 

• It is preformatted spiral-grooved with 32000 tracks per disk side, 32 sectors per track and with a user 
usable sector size of 1024 bytes plus one optional byte for user supplied block information. The total 
storage capacity is 1048 MB, 1000 MB effectively guaranteed. 

• A physical sector consists of a Preformatted header of IS bytes, a 102S byte user data field, a vector 
address field and a postfield, together 1200 bytes per sector. The gap areas are encoded with servo 
clock information. 

• Archival lifetime of data written onto die media is 10 years. 

• Small Computer Systems Interface. 
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figure 1. The test setup 
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Software features 

• Search commands 10 locate reconk 
• Media flaws ate recorded and stand in a user readable baflcr, for aser written media flaw manage-

ment» 
• Copy commands for data transfers widiin die same media. 

2.1.2. The CC74 interface 

The CC74 module of Compcontrol B.V. interfaces the VME bus and SCSI bus with 
each other. The interface features a MC68450 DMA controller and a NCR 5385/6 SCSI 
protocol controller (ANSC X3T9.2 SCSI standard). SCSI maximum asynchronous data 
transfer rate is 1.5 MB/s, maximum DMA speed is 4 MB/%. 

2 . U . DPRX 

Two 128 KB Dual Ported Datasud VME-VMX memory modules were used as data 
buffers. 

2.1.4. CPUA1 module 

A Datasud VME module CPUA1 with a MC6S010 processor was used as target 
computer, serving die system I/O with the Macintosh and running the test applications. 

2.15. Macintosh 

A Macintosh plus with internal and external 800 KB floppy drives, was used as host 
computer and software development facility. The programming environment was Aztec 
C of MANX, which provides a UNIX X like environment 

2.1.6. MacVEE (Microcomputer Applied to the Control of\ME Electronic Equipment) 

The Macintosh was interfaced to the VME crate with a MacVEE [2][5] extension 
which was developed at CERN and which is now commercially available. 
Part of the Macintosh is an electronics plinth called MacPlinth, by which the VME bus is 
driven. 
The total external address space accessed via MacPlinth can exceed 100 MB, in up to 8 
VME crates. In a VME system, the Mac can execute programs in VME RAM or 
EPROM, and programs resident in one crate can access facilities in any of the others. 
In a MacVEE system, selected VME crates are simply mapped within die address space 
of the Mac's MC68000 CPU, so no special software drivers are needed to access them. 
There is no address translation, and thus program execution is not limited to position-
independant code. VME resident software, executed by the Macintosh CPU, has direct 
access to all Macintosh resources and toolbox in ROM. 

t UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories. 
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2.2. The software facilities 

The operating system, running on the DataSud CPUA1, together with support 
software on the Macintosh was written at NIKHEF-H and is described in the following 
subsection. The driver software for the CC74 interface was obtained in rudimentary form 
from Compcontrol B.V. and was adapted, changed and translated to programming the 
language C by the author. Test software for the evaluation was also written in C. 

2.2.1. Macfados (Fair Distributed Operating System for Macintosh) 

Fados [3] (Fast Distributed Operating System) is a real time multiprocessor operat
ing system designed for use with todays powerful 16/32 bit microprocessors. 
Fados was originally written for the FAMP [4] processor modules developed at 
NIKHEF, Amsterdam, which used the Motorola MC68000 as processor. 
Fados is not restricted to the Motorola series of microprocessors, because only a very 
small part of the Fados kernel was written in assembler, 
MacFados offers the following facilities : 

• multiprogramming, without virtual memory 
• communication between concurrent processes, on the same processor 
• communication between processes running on different processors 
• terminal I/O via the host or via local terminal ports 
• transparant use of a host fik system 
• use of timers 
• interrupt handling by user processes, without loosing the process context 
• fast loading of user software 
• software memory management on the target system 

2.2.1.1. Jobs 

Programs can run on Fados in stand alone mode or they can run as part of a larger 
entity called a job. A job is any number of programs that can communicate with each 
other. Programs are then called processes. Processes within a job are not restricted to one 
processor, they can be anywhere in the system. There can also be multiple jobs in the 
system, but processes from different jobs cannot communicate with each other. 

2.2.1.2. Communication 

Processes in one job can communicate with each other using the send-receive-reply 
mechanism. Send and receive are two blocking kernel calls. If a process sends a mes
sage it will remain blocked until a reply message is received from the addressed process. 
Receive will block the process until a message is received. Therefore one must be sure a 
message will be send to the process if it calls receive, because it will be blocked forever 
if no messages happen to be sent to it. 
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12.2. The LD1200 I/O driver 

The I/O driver can be separated into two levels: 
• a top level including the standard I/O routines, which call 
• the low level hardware drivers. 

The top level include standard I/O routines like open-read-wrUe-close and additional 
routines concerning the operation mode initialisation, status and error reporting. 
The low-level routines control the SCSI controller chip by programming its command 
registers. In the low-level SCSI read and write routines the DMA controller is pro
grammed, which directly transfers the data into the SCSI controller chip data register. 
Blocked I/O is handled by the CC74 DMA controller, which operates in array chaining 
mode to be able to transfin- any blocksize. 
Hardware problems with the CC74 interface excluded the 'interrupt on event' operation 
mode of the DMA controller. This device was therefore 'polled' for events to occur. 
The SCSI command block format is either a iO byte or a 6 byte buffer containing sector, 
blockcount and command information. The six byte command buffer structure was used 
for the driver. This implied a 1 byte number for the blockcount, thus a maximum of 255 
blocks of 1024$ bytes to be transferred with one command. 
After every I/O operation a status block was fetched, which includes information about 
failures. This safety measure suppresses the data transfer rate with a few percent 

2.2 J . The test software 

The disk drive test software consisted of a single process, which used the Macintosh 
as fileserver and for terminal I/O. 
The software consists of test routines, which call the LD1200 I/O driver routines. The 
tests are described in the next chapter. 

t 1024 Bytes is the size of die user data field of a physical lector on the optical disks. 
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3. Evaluation tests 

3.1. The tests 

The tests were focussed on the reliability of the optical recording system and the 
media. This was caused by the negative outcome of previous tests of optical media 
from another vendor, performed by ESTEC. These media were written using the 'bub
ble' technique 
Another important issue is the system data throughput with respect to data block sizes 
which are commonly used in high energy physics experiments. 
OJS.L supplied a single- and a double sided disk, with the optical drive, to perform our 
tests with. Most of the available 3 GB diskspace was written with test patterns, which 
were used in stability tests. The single sided disk was used as scratch disk to test the 
driver software, thus little information obtained with this disk is used in this report. 
The performed tests can be split up in the following parts: 

• Blank checking of the media. 
• Speed tests concerning read and write. 
• Measuring average seek times. 
• Performing data stability tests. 

The following sections describe the above mentioned tests and report on the obtained test 
results. 

3.2. Operation modes 

During the test the LD1200 operated in the following mode: 

• Block length of 1024 user bytes, (optional 1025) 
• No alternative rewrite upon error. A bad write is reported after two retries. 
• Retries enabled. Upto two retries are performed, if an error occurs. 
• Return on blank sector. Control is transferred back again to the transfer initiator on 

occurrence of an empty (blank) sector. 
• ECC correction enabled. The ECC circuitry is enabled for recovery of invalid data. 

The defect management mode of the LD1200 provides three different techniques for the 
recovery from defective spots on the media. The error recovery techniques are: 

• No rewrite. 
• Auto rewrite mode. Defects cause rewriting in the next sector, only one sector is lost 

when a media flaw is encountered. 
• Auto reassignment mode. An alternate area is chosen to read or write data, from 

sectors which caused write errors. The header of the bad sector is written with a 
block pointer, pointing to the alternative sector. 

The first mode was used most during the testing, because everything can be kept under 
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control and thus it is the best mode for media checking. 
The second mode is the best choice for applications, such as in high energy physics 
experiments, which write large data segments. The media defects will create discontinui
ties in the logical block addresses, because bad sectors are bypassed using block address 
pointers. 
The anto reassignment mode provides a flawless logical address space. This mode is used 
best when writing the media in an arbitrary sequence. The performance will drop consid
erably (factor 2 to 5) caused by alternative sector seeks. 
We only looked at the first two modes, because with our kind of applications we are deal
ing with large data segments and we are mainly interested in transfer speed. 

33 . Blank checking 

The first test to be performed is the blank checking of the media, by simply sequen
tially reading a lot of sectors from the disk and logging occurred errors and their origin. 
The errors can be divided into media and hardware errors. 
Media errors are caused by bad spots, in the sensitive layer alloy and on the protecting 
glass sandwich, and by dust and dirt If the drive reports a media error, a retry is per
formed. Upon successive failures the sector is logged as bad. 
The same error logging procedure is applied for the hardware errors. These errors are 
caused by bad positioning of the laser head, laser power -or focus -or tracking failures. 
Before reporting any of these errors the drive itself has already made two retries. 

Distributed over two sides 1195000 sectors were read, 1170 bad sectors were encoun
tered and 421 hardware failures were reported. All these errors were non-recoverable. 
Table 1 shows the distribution of the errors over the disk sides. 

Blank check of the disk sides 

Disk 
la 
2a 
2b 

sectors read 

536000 
659000 

bad sectors 

1040 
130 

oerc.bad (%) 

0.194 
0.020 

hardware failures 

404 
17 

table 1. Blank check 
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3.4. Read-write speed tests with different blocksizes 

Data block transfers were performed with different blocksizes, the blocksize is the 
blockcount times 1024 bytes. Between 1 and 10 the blockcount was incremented by 1 
block and between 10 and 250 by 10, so the blocksize varied from 1 KB,to 256 KB. 
Every blocksize was written 100 times in a row to disk Of these hundred individual 
block transfers one average transfer rate was calculated. In a last stage the information of 
all read and also all write data transfers was summed up per blocksize, to calculate an 
overall average rate per blocksize. 
Plotting the transfer rate versus the blocksize results in figure 2, for writing and in figure 
3 for reading respectively. 
Both curves show a strongly non-linear dependance. The curvature, in both cases, is the 
same, as could be expected. 
Changing the defect management mode to auto-rewrite, did not decrease the transfer rate. 
This is however no surprise, because write errors caused by bad sectors do not frequently 
occur (table 2). 
The advertised value for the transfer rate is 250 KB/s, without specifying a blocksize. 
This rate is only obtained with blocks which are larger than 150 KB. 
Write operation was claimed to introduce no more than 4% bad sectors, 3% caused by 
media errors and 1% by hardware errors. Table 2 shows values found for write as well as 
for read. 

Bad sector percentages 

Disk 

la 
2a 
2b 

read 
sectors 
532300 
549600 
990000 

bad 
?22 
660 
689 

xxrc.1%) 
0.060 
0.120 
0.069 

write 
sectors 
249700 
590700 
466400 

bad 
122 
227 
365 

oerc. (%) 
0.049 
0.038 
CfQ78 

table2. Bad sectors 

The errors occurred, which were caused by hardware failures, are not listed in table 2, 
because hardly any occurred (4 times, fig. 3). The hardware failures that did occur, could 
be recovered after a retry. No explanation could be found for the small number of 
hardware errors, occurred during the write and read back tests, compared to the number 
found during the blank checking. A possible cause could be the Preformatted 'bubble' 
pattern on the media, which supplies the drive with clock and tracking information. 
Small pieces of material, left behind by the production process, could disorientate the 
laser head movement and cause tracking failures. After using the disk for some time 
these left behind! disappear, caused by the disk rotation and the laser beam. 
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3.5. Seek times 

The average seek time is one of the factors which most influences the data rates. 
As part of the test the maximum seek time as well as the average random seek time was 
calculated. 
The maximum seek time was obtained by making the laser head jump to and fro over the 
disk. Sectors one and one million were read sequentially for some time. Performing this 
10000 times an average of 2.95 seeks/sec was obtained. 
For the random seek test, a random generator created sector numbers. 10000 seeks were 
performed with an average of 6.09 seeks/sec. 
Table 3 shows the seek times compared with advertised values from the enginering 
specs. [1] 

Average seek times 

seek 
maximum 
random 

seeks/sec 
2.95 
6.09 

calculated <ms) 
339 
164 

SDecifiedfms) 
330 
150 

table 3. Seek times 

3.6. Data stability 

One of the most important issues is of course media stability : 

• is the data still readable after a few times being read ? 
• is the data read still consistent with the originally written data ? 
• are sectors marked as bad still bad after some time? 

To obtain an answer, 490000 sectors of one disk side were read back for fourteen days. 

3.6.1. Data consistency 

For every sector the test partem written on it was verified with the pattern which 
was read. Pattern mismatches were written to a logfile every day. 
After fourteen days not a single pattern mismatch was found. 

3.62. Bad sector consistency 

All bad sectors encountered were logged every day. The logfiles were checked rela
tive to all others on inconsistencies. 
Some inconsistencies were found '\jt., a few bad sectors were not found every day. Seven 
different sectors were once not marked as bad. These sectors were present in the bad 
sector list for thirteen days, while the others were present for fourteen days. 
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Since the described effects occmrad no more man seven times, we conclude that the 
OSX media are good and die data can be savely stored on them. 

Remark: 

All die bad sectors encountered during tiiis test, were also reported during the write test 
The write test was performed in No-rewrite mode. If the auto-rewrite mode is enabled, 
these bad sectors are marked as bad and bypassed during die write operation. These bad 
sectors are men never addressed again. 
Since no bad sectors were added during die fourteen days test, no written data was lost 

3.7. Bad sector distribution 

A nice media test is to look at die distribution of die bad sectors over die disk. Sys-
tematk occurrance of errors could reveal production defects «damages to eidier die sen
sitive alloy or die glass sandwich. The bad sectors encountered on one of die disk sides 
were logged and tiüs information was plotted, resulting in figure 4. To obtain die infor
mation, 990000 sectors were read, resulting in 688 bad sectors. Figure 4 shows die bad 
spot image of die disk, die dimensions plotted wim die axes are die disk dimensions in 
cm. 
The systematic radial dependance in parts of die distribution is caused by die way die 
media are preformatted. Since every track is subdivided in 32 equal angular parts, errors 
in one disk part on different tracks are lined up along die disk radius. Every bad sector 
drawn in die plot is in fact l/32nd part of a circular track. For die 12 inch disks mis is 
-1.5 cm for lower track numbers and «2.5 cm for die upper ones. 
The small clusters of bad sectors are likely to be from material bad spots and/or dirt 
The percentage of bad blocks («0.07 %) is not too bad compared to magnetic media, 
where values below 0.01 % are acceptable. 
To get an idea of what influence dust has on die bad sector distribution die disk side used 
to obtain die plot information, was stained widi dust and read again. After 620000 sectors 
read, one bad sector more was found wmpared to die number found widi die previous 
read back tests. Normal quantities of dust inside a diskdrive or on die disks, will dierefore 
have little influence on die data stability. 
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3A Conduaons 

For applications which need large data storage capacity together with high speed, 
the OSI product can be a solution. 
Ln die near future, further improvements can be expected to increase the data transfer 
rates. 
It is likely possible to speed up die spindle rate, which is now 480 revolutions per minute. 
The average seek time of 150 ms can be decreased, by further optimizing the laser head 
movements. 
Some remarks on advertised numbers from die specs: 

• With respect to bad spots die specifications information is too pessimistic. Less 
than 0.1 % of die available sectors are media bad spots, which is an acceptable 
number. 

• The specified transfer rate of 250 KB/s is somewhat misleading, because die 
transfer rate is strongly depended of die transferred Mocksue. 

• The seek times measured, agree with those specified in die specs. 

Data stability depends on die way die media are treated. Optical recording is sensitive to 
disturbances, caused by dirt stains or material bad spots. The cartridges protect die 
media against direct contact witfi die glass sandwich, but of course not against dust Dust 
has little effect on the data stability. 

The disk drive performed as we hoped. The media did not give many problems, com
pared to problems reported by ether optical drive tests. 
The optical recording industry is capable of producing reliable recording devices and 
media. Important issues, like reliable application software arid standarisatkm of software 
and hardware interfacing, will have to be solved in die near future, eidwr by industry or 
we have to solve it ourselves. 

Concluding: 

Optical storage media are reliable now and optical recording can provide us with fast 
storage devices and large storage capacities at relatively low cost t. 
The OSI LD1200 is an easy to use and reliable storage device. The OSI media are reli
able. 

* Theprk«oraLDl200i»»104S()$,adMtfe>ided4Hk 
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